BESELER 23CIIENLARGER
Advancements in the Color Darkroom
by Jack and Sue Drafahl
In previous issues of
PHOTOgraphic, we
reviewed the Beseler
b e g i n n i n g blackand-white darkroom enlarging system,
the Cadet Enlarger Kit — the perfect
choice for beginning photographers
who want to experience the excitement
of making their own black- and-white
prints. Now it's time for us to step into
the color darkroom, and take a look at
color printing with the Beseler 23CII
color enlarger and the Beseler Universal Easel. Both pieces of equipment are
designed for more-advanced photographers who want to use their leisure time
creating color prints.

knob, located just above the negativealignment screw, allows fine adjustments to the lens stage, and requires a
small level.

OPERATION
Before you start any printing operations, you will want to verify that your
film format matches the lens attached
to the enlarger. Extracting the lens data
from the Beseler instruction manual,
we found the following information for
the 23CII enlarger:
Disc format
35mm lens
35mm format
50mm lens
6x6 format
75 or 80mm lens
6x7 format
90mm lens
6x9 format
105mm lens
CONSTRUCTION
Each lens m o u n t s i n t o its own
Assembling the 23CII was so easy
Beseler lens board, which is inserted
that the instructions weren't really necinto the slotted base of the enlarger
essary. After unpacking the shipping
bellows. After the correct lens is incase, we were able to assemble the unit
stalled, select a negative, place it in a
in about 15 minutes with a hammer and
Beseler negative carrier, and use a
two types of screwdrivers. As we atbrush or compressed air to remove any
tached the control levers, we noticed
dust particles. Using the lamphouse-elthat the focus controls were designed
evating arm, raise the head and insert
ALL PHOTOS BY AUTHORS
for left- and right-handed people, and
the negative carrier. Turn on the focus
the lamphouse lift-lever was reversible Beseler 23CII at midheight with 16x20 light, and size the projected image on
Beseler Universal Easel on baseboard.
the easel. Size is accomplished by refor the same purpose.
35mm,
6x4.5, and 6x9 film carriers are
As the final step in the assembly proleasing the "T" lock on the back of the
pictured beside the enlarger; also, lens
enlarger,
and t u r n i n g the elevation
cess, we slid the lamphouse in an up- and
lens board.
crank. Two steel springs in the back two
wards direction, by grabbing the front
columns keep the weight of the head
panel. As we pushed upwards, we were
able to see the lamp and filter assembly. the level screw located at the base of balanced, so the movement of the crank
Once we were sure that the bulb was the enlarging head. As you turn the lev- is very smooth. Once you have an approperly installed, and we had familiar- el screw with a crescent wrench, the proximate size, focus the negative with
ized ourselves with the lamphouse, we head will move out or in at the base, de- either the right or left focus control.
returned it to its original position. We pending on the direction you move the After proper focus is achieved, you
then attached the lamphouse power cord crescent wrench. The lens-alignment may have to modify the size slightly,
as focusing may have
to a timer, and we were in
changed the image size.
business.
BESELER FILTER COMPENSATION CHART
The Dichro lamphouse
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llford
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test strip.
When using variable-contrast papers,
check to verify that the filter lever is in
the filter position, and use either the
yellow or magenta control to change
contrast. Increasing the yellow filter decreases contrast, while magenta filtration increases contrast. Color filtration
is adjusted with three controls on the
face of the enlarger head: 0-200 points
of yellow, magenta, and cyan are available by turning the knobs in a counterclockwise motion.
If you prefer using your own variable-contrast filters, turn the filter lever
to white light, and insert the filter into
the swinging filter drawer under the enlarger lens.
Color printing is just as easy using
the Beseler 23CII enlarger. If you want
to set up the enlarger for color printing,
simply use the starting filtration chart in
the instructions. Remember that you
must work in total darkness doing any
type of color printing.
DISTORTION CONTROL
Distortion control in a negative can
be corrected using some basic darkroom knowledge and the lens-alignment knob. Converging vertical lines
are common with architectural shots,
whereby buildings seem to lean out of
the scene. To make the necessary correction on the 23CII, tilt the easel until
the distortion is minimized. Then, release the lens-alignment knob and turn
it left or right until the image is in focus across the easel. Lock-down the
knob, stop- down the lens, and make a
test print.
OVERSIZE PRINTING
Making enlargements that are larger
than the baseboard can be accomplished
in two ways. The first method requires
releasing a catch on the back of the enlarger head, allowing the enlarger to
swing up into a 90° position, and thereby enabling the image to be projected
onto the wall opposite the enlarger.
Your only restriction on print size is the
paper and the wall that will hold it.
The second method takes a little
more time, and involves removing the
baseboard and reattaching it in the reverse position, to allow the image to be
projected onto the floor. It is important
that you place several large weights on
the baseboard, to counterbalance the enlarger chassis. Clamping down the
baseboard is the preferred method for
maintaining stability.
DARKROOM TESTS
We found the 23CI1 easy to use after
only a few minutes of familiarization.
The two-column support makes the unit
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SOME PEOPLE SEE A MONSTER. WE SEE IMPROPER METERING,
POOR LENS SELECTION, AND A TOTAL LACK OF COMPOSITION.

Spend a day with us and you'll never see a photo the same way again.
In 8 hours, you'll learn everything from composition to the latest multiple
exposure techniques. We'll even throw in lunch — all for 75 dollars.
Call (516) 547-8666 for more information and to find out when we'll be in the
following places: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,
Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Meriden, CT, Miami, Minneapolis,
New York, Orlando, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, Sacramento,
San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington D.C.
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GLAMOUR, NUDE. EROTICA - Hot opportunities for
photographers, models. $5.00 refundable for samples, details.
KIMBERLEE. TB/S.Drawer 9808, Knoxville. TN 37940.
TWENTY-TWO MODELS- Bikini. Lingerie, nude., custom
sets. Samples 2/S3.00 . 22/S25. VAL. P.O. Box 1 6 8 1 .
Warren. OH 44482.
AMATKl R RUSSIAN MODELS! Erotic striptease photo
sets. IS photos per set $15.00. 2 sets $25.50. ARIEL
PHOTOGRAPHY, P.O. Box 4991, Tallahassee, FL 323174991.

PROCESSING/LABS

"Best Quality or Free of Charge"
8x 10
11 x 14
16 x 20

$2.00
$5.00
$9.00

20 x 28

$15.00

CUSTOM COLOR CORRECTED wholesale enlargements.
2-minimum. 35mm and 120 negs. From print or slide add
$5.00. Postage $5.00. Cal. add 8.25% tax. (310) 274-3445.
GOLDEN COLOR ENGINEERING, 271 S. Beverly Drive.
Beverly Hills. CA 90212.

VIDEO
NUDIST BEAUTY AND dance contests. Videos, photos,
great selection. Preview tape $24.95. S.A.S.E. for brochure.
CLASSIC PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 952. Metairie. LA
70004.
CALIFORNIA Nl'DE BEACHES l - I S : N u d i M beauty contest
1 - 1 2 hrs. $35.00 each. Catalog $2.00. T&A VIDEO. 904
Silverspur Rd.. Ste. 414. Rolling Hills Estates. CA 90274.
(310)519-8840.
NAKED FAMILY FUN. European naturist skinnydipping.
Holidays in the buff. FAMILY PARADISE. Video catalog
$3. NATUURLUK. Box 5278 (PC), Santa Monica. CA
90409. C720 NtilMMl Wiy)

SOCIAL NUDISM family recreation. Candid European
videos, rure family contests. Color catalog. 60 titles. $3.00.
NAT-FAM(PH). Box 838. Venice. CA 90294., i&oi M..n si i

HOT SUN
HOT SAND
HOT BOD!ES
CALIFORNIA'S NUDE BEACHES volume 1-4 2 hrs. each!
Only $33.00 each volume or all 4 only $80.00! Broadcast
quality! FREE catalog with order! Call Anita 24 hrs. (714)
252-8336. MC/Visa accepted. Available exclusively from
PACIFIC VIDEO WEST, 3400 Irvine Ave.. Stc 1 1 5 . Newport
Beach. CA 92660.
UNDERWATER U N I V E R S A L CAMCORDER housing.
Inexpensive, rugged construction, easy assembly. Complete
assembly instructions $12.95. Kits available. AQUATIC
ADVENTURERS, Glenn Bartell. 15404 Summertrce Lane.
Olathc.KS 66062-3102.
NUDIST BEAUTY AND DANCE contests. Videos , phots,
great selection. Preview tape $24.95. S.A.S.E. for brochure.
CLASSIC PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 952. Metairie. LA
70004.

MISCELLANEOUS
FULL FACE EXPOSURE of women from around the
world. FREE 32 page catalog. CHERRY BLOSSOMS. 190
PP Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau. HI 96755. (808)961-2114.
200 PHOTOGRAPH CATALOG of Thai and Asian ladies
desiring romance, correspondance. lifemales. FREE photos,
details: THAI & ASIAN LADIES (TAL). P.O. Box 937 (PN).
Kailau-Kona. HI 96745-0937.

HOWS YOUR BUSINESS DOING?
When times get tough, the smart investment
is advertising. Beat out the competition - Be
seen by over 1.5 m i l l i o n potential
customers • OUR READERS! Call
PHOTOGRAPHIC Magazine for details and
advertising rates:

(800) 231-4053 (U.S.)
(800) 45i-3i5l(Canada)
Ilirttt-l
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very sturdy, and minimizes vibrations.
The two alignment functions are very
easy to access, and allow for critical adjustments. The lens alignment is especially useful for distortion corrections.
We found the vertical movement of the
chassis very smooth-working and easy
to lock into place.
The filter controls moved very easily;
however, the numbers seemed a little
harder to read than those of many of the
professional enlargers we have used.
We also found that the filter range was
more extreme than that of other color
enlargers. The advantage of this feature
is that difficult negatives requiring high
filter packs are possible to correct. The
disadvantage is that fine-tuning 1-2point changes is more difficult.
The entire Beseler 23CII
system seems very reliable,
and is a prime candidate for
high-school and college-photography programs. This enlarger seems to have the
stamina to endure the wear
and tear of student use. The
23CII comes with a variety of
negative carriers and lenses to
accommodate all formats
from 35mm to 6x9.
BESELER UNIVERSAL
EASELS

One important accessory
for the Beseler enlarger is a solid enlarging easel. With the Beseler Universal easels, there's more than meets the
eye. The first and most impressive feature is their weight. The 11x14 easel
weighs 12 pounds, the 20x24 model a
hefty 20 pounds. This weightiness
keeps the easel solid on the baseboard,
the key to mass-producing one picture
and having every print look the same.
The overall size of the 11x14 easel is
17.5x24 inches; the 20x24 is 34x27/2
inches. These measurements are much
larger than the 11x24 an 20x24 prints
they are designed to handle. This is due
to the large, heavy frame with two
spring-loaded arms designed to hold a
piece of paper in the designated slots.
There are four slots, located in the base
of the 11x14, that are designed to accept
11x14, 8x10, 5x7 and 4x5 paper. The
20x24 easel will accommodate 16x20
and 20x24 paper.
Four large masking blades attach to
the sides of the easel, allowing you to
make any desired cropping on your
print. Large numbers along the side of
the frame allow you to set the desired
width and length.

Top: Front panel of Beseler 23CII. Yellow, magenta, and cyan knobs set from
OCC to 200CC of filtration for each color.
Lever on left lifts head so you can insert
negative carrier. Lever on right switches from white light to full filtration.
Bottom: Close-up of bellows assembly
when the enlarger is in 90 position.
Note filter holder at base of lens. Leveling screw is opposite filter holder.

Borderless prints can also be made
by simply removing the four cropping
blades and reattaching three borderless
stops.
CONCLUSION

The Beseler 23CII enlarger opens the
door to the color darkroom for those
who dare to enter. When you combine
the durability of the 23CII and the ruggedness and versatility of the Universal
easels, you have a tremendous team.
They both operate smoothly, quickly,
and should have a long and fruitful life
in your darkroom.
Charles Beseler Company, 1600
Lower Road, Linden, NJ 07036; telephone (908) 862-7999.
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